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An idyllic Southern California
community rallies in response
to a tragedy that leaves 12 of
its citizens — most of them
college-aged — gone too soon.
ON NOVEMBER 8, 2018, JUST AFTER MIDNIGHT, THOUSAND OAKS
RESIDENTS HEARD OF A SHOOTING AT THE BORDERLINE BAR &
GRILL — AN EVENT THAT WOULD SOON BE NAMED THE WORST
MASS SHOOTING IN VENTURA COUNTY’S HISTORY. ON THE SAME
DAY, A MASSIVE WILDFIRE BROKE OUT, FORCING MANY TO EVACUATE THEIR HOMES.
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Boots on the Ground: A fitting tribute to the lives lost at Borderline Bar & Grill, an iconic country western “micro
community” that’s been a staple of Thousand Oaks for decades.
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For years, the city of Thousand Oaks has consistently
remained one of the “top five safest cities in America”—
prompting both retired FBI agent Steve Moore and Chief of
Police Tim Hegel to remark, “If you’re not safe here, you’re not
safe anywhere.” Ironically, Moore, a regular CNN contributor,
is considered to be an expert on mass shootings. At the time of
the Borderline shooting, he was less than a mile away.
This is life as our country has come to know it … where
madmen unleash their rage on the innocent and Mother
Nature exacts her indiscriminate and sizable force on a
massive scale. Statistics show that the Golden State has
experienced its lion’s share of tragedy.
Rob McCoy, the mayor of Thousand Oaks, can offer no
platitudes or easy answers to the grieving families of the
Borderline shooting victims — two of whom were members
of his church. He can only do what he’s done most of his adult
life: help pick up the pieces of shattered lives after a devastating loss.
By all accounts, this iconic country western club is a
different breed than most clubs. As Tim Hegel describes it,
“The Borderline is not a bar. It's not a restaurant. It's not a
pub. It's not a dance hall. It's not a meeting place. It’s literally
a culture. It's a micro-community that has been a part of many
peoples’ lives, including the lives of many of these kids’ parents and their parents before them.” Historically, the club has
also been, according to 26-year-old Thousand Oaks resident
Brad Wisler (a close friend of one of the victims), “a safe
place.” “It’s a place where parents might prefer you don’t go,
but they’re glad you weren’t someplace else,” explains Wisler.

Love Never Fails. In the aftermath of a devastating loss, a call to forbid
evil from wining the day.

Outside the Fold
That’s what tragedy does: it brings people together — no
matter their differences. Some of those people are far away,
like the carpenter in Chicago who drove more than 2,000
miles to deliver memorial crosses for each of the 12 victims.
There was no 13th cross. That would have been for the
shooter. Some might call him the “Judas” of the community
— who, like his victims, had grown up in the area and even
attended school in this close-knit, family-friendly city where
people rarely lock their doors and believe the best of everyone.
Until the evening of November 7, they had no reason to
believe otherwise.
Hegel used a proverb to define the shooter’s mentality —
a mindset he says is common to most mass shooters in
America: “He who sets himself apart rages against all wise
judgment.” This “set apart” mentality is in stark contrast to
the strong community spirit of Thousand Oaks — a city that
has rallied in a thousand different ways to support the victims’
families, while also reaching out to those impacted by the
devastating Woolsey Fire.

Your Presence is Required

“Forever in Our Hearts.” A
poignant tribute from the Las
Vegas Route 91 mass shooting
survivors. Twenty-seven-yearold Thousand Oaks resident
Telemachus “Tel” Orfanos had
survived the Las Vegas massacre only to lose his life during the Borderline shooting.

In the early aftermath of the shooting, families gathered
together at the Thousand Oaks Teen Center, away from the
media spotlight, for a single purpose: to wait the interminable
wait that only a parent who has lost a child can understand.
For up to eight long hours, parents sat frozen in time —
navigating that surreal world of not knowing whether their
child was a survivor … or a casualty.
As McCoy, who spent most of the day with six of the
families, would later describe it: “They were hoping for the
best but preparing for the worst. But really, how do you prepare for something like that?” On that fateful day and in the
weeks that followed, McCoy was no longer a pastor or a politician, but simply a fellow human being — a parent whose only
job, as he saw it, was just to be there … to offer hugs, tears and
a comforting presence.

#ThousandOaksStrong, #Borderline12
It’s catastrophes like these, one following another, that define
a community, testing its mettle and resolve. In the days and
weeks that followed, the citizens of Thousand Oaks would
show just how strong they were as their seeming shroud of
safety was torn apart.
“There’s a saying that ‘Outside threat equals group
cohesiveness,’” says Moore. “When you get into a situation
where you have to depend on each other, you’re absolutely
community.” H
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After the 12 memorial crosses were erected near Borderline Bar &
Grill, mounds of flowers and other loving tributes began to appear.
The items ranged from cowboy boots to teddy bears to handmade
stars inscribed by schoolchildren from San Bernardino. To protect the
memorial from the elements, volunteers erected a tent. Gifts and
money for the victims’ family members poured in, including funds to
pay for all of the memorial services and even free legal services. Mental
health and grief counselors also donated their time. There was also an
endless parade of food, including free meals offered by local restaurants. As of this writing, the flow of gifts and help remains unabated.

Breaking Good
Clockwise Top Left:

1. In times of crisis, community becomes a rock of
strength. 2. Not just names. The faces of some of the
Borderline Bar & Grill victims — faces that will remain
etched in the collective memory of a grieving community.
3. A show of solidarity. One of many stars of hope that
hang from trees at the Borderline Memorial site. Many of
the stars were created by San Bernardino students
through a partnership with StarsofHopeUSA.org.
4. #ThousandOaksStrong. Just a small portion of the
sweeping memorial site that continues to grow as mourners pay their respects to the lives lost. 5. On Georgia’s
Mind. An Athens-Clarke police badge lays atop a mound
of flowers at the Borderline memorial site. Veteran law
enforcement officer Ron Helius was killed in the shooting.
6. She lived to serve. Noel Sparks’ Calvary Community
Church volunteer nametags hang from the cross that
marks her makeshift memorial site — a poignant reminder
of a life cut too short.

The term “breaking bad,” besides being the name of a neo-western
crime drama, is a Southern colloquialism meaning to "raise hell" or to
lead a life of crime. That was the tragic choice made by the lone gunman
who, unlike the stereotypical gunman in the Old West, didn’t ride into
town hell-bent on killing strangers. He lived in the community. He was
one of their own.
But what the shooter could not have imagined was the
indomitable “breaking good” spirit of this small Southern California
city that proved, even in the midst of unfathomable evil, that love really
does win the day.
It’s the kind of love shown by freshly grieving parents who, upon
learning that their child has been named as a victim, reach out to
envelop other parents’ children in their arms. It’s also the kind of love
shown by 21-year-old Noel Sparks, one of the victims, who was known
by her peers for consistently reaching out to those on the fringes of
society … the ignored, the disenfranchised and the hurting.
For her family and friends, the legacy of this young woman’s life
will not only be forged into their hearts, but also help them build upon
what this tragedy has already taught them — about the power of faith,
community and simple kindness. No matter where we call home,
this is the resolution we must all make: to not run and hide in the
nooks and crannies of complacency, but rather to widen our nets of
compassion, to be strong in faith and fearless in love … living our lives
in such a way that far outshines “the evil that men do.” That is
#ThousandOaksStrong. ❖
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